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History

 20 yr. male student with history of recurrent 

palpitations, and 2 episodes of syncope. 

 Documented preexcited atrial fibrillation which 

needed cardioversion . 

 Echo- normal



Baseline ECG

Preexcited ECG

Double delta transition- at V2 and at V4. Isoelectric delta at AVF

This double transition has been linked with pathway location near cavotricuspid 
isthmus- right posterolateral area.



Preexcited AF- transition at V4 in full 

preexcited ECG- posterolateral RA



EP study
 Baseline pre 

excited ECG, with 

HV 12 ms.



Pacing from RA appendage shows 
full preexcitation with transition at V4



Pacing from CS proximal shows reduced preexcitation-
may be indicating preferential conduction to AV 
node. 



On pacing from RV apex





 On ventricular pacing 
from RV apex, initial 
VA associated, 
earliest A at RA 
appendage 
catheter. 

 Then at 300ms part of 
CS signal dissociated 
indicating CS 
musculature signals.

 RA and rest of CS 
signal remained 
associated. 



 At 290 ms, there was sudden change of VA in CS signals



 There were recurrent episodes of AF induced 

while RV apical pacing, which were cardioverted. 

 Duodecapolar Halo catheter was put into RA  

positioned at tricuspid annulus to locate the 

pathway further



 On PES from RA appendage, a narrow QRS tachy was 

induced.

 Entrainment and His refractory PVC showed it to be 
orthodromic AVRT







 His Refractory VPC pulled the next A with the 

same retrograde A activation sequence with 
reset of tachycardia. 

 This proves that this retrograde is through the right 

sided pathway. 

 Preexcitation index was 36ms.



 Halo signals showed earliest A was in posterolateral  RA



 Finally the ablation site was in lower lateral RA. 

 The presence of double transition in baseline ECG has 

been correlated with posterolateral RA pathways, 

which was also the case here. 

 The RA and CS dissociation can be explained by two 

sources of activation- RA appendage by the pathway 

and CS by the AV node. The dissociation of CS signals 

after fragmentation (CS1- the later part of CS signal) 

can be explained by local block at CS musculature at 

higher pacing rates.

 The VA jump for the rest of CS A at 290ms can be 

explained by jump of retrograde mixed conduction to 

pure pathway conduction. 



Importance of the case

 The dissociation of CS musculature can lead to 
wave reflection and microreentry in presence of 
pathways and may be one of the mechanisms by 
which AF can occur in patients with WPW 
syndrome.

 Also it has been shown that persons having CS 
signal fragmentation are likely to have propensity 
for paroxysmal AF which can persist even after 
accessory pathway ablation. 

 The increase of preexcitation from RA 
appendage and not from CS proximal may be 
due to a functional line of block between the 
sites, also exemplified by RA, CS A dissociation at 
higher ventricular pacing rates. 



AF and WPW

 AF occurs 50% of patients with WPW

 Importance is in the possibility of extreme rapid ventricular rates 

and possibility of SCD.

 Risk factors for AF in WPW- Multiple pathways, AVRT induction, 

manifest AP. 

 No definite relation with pathway location. APERP and SPERRI 

during AF determines the risk of SCD, not risk of AF.

 APERP does not differ between patients with AVRT and AF, 

indicating that AVRT is the most common mode of induction of 

spontaneous AF

 90% cases cured by AP ablation

 Persistent vulnerability – described by Haissaguerre et al. 



Mechanism of AF in WPW

 Intraatrial pressure- important in case of AVRT and V pacing 

inducing AF

 Wave reflections and microreentry 

 Schwieler et al – showed Reflection and microreentry at the AP 
may be important for AF initiation in patients with manifest 

(preexcited) Wolff-Parkinson- White syndrome1.                             

( Computational study)

 Stimulation  of atrial tissue produces antegrade wave 

propagation across accessory pathways, leading to 

retrograde waves propagating back through the atrial regions.

 Linear pathway- wave reflection within the pathway, 

Bifurcated AP- slow and fast return component. 

1.Schwieler JH, Zlochiver S, Pandit SV, et al. Reentry in an accessory AV
pathway as a trigger for AF initiation in manifest WPW syndrome: a 
matter of reflection? Heart Rhythm 2008;5:1238 –1247







 Location and proximity of accessory pathways to the AV node 

or neighbouring accessory pathways may play a role in 
initiation of AF or other arrhythmias such as AV reciprocating 

tachycardia.

 Even without AV nodal influence, reflected waves traveling in 

the retrograde direction can trigger spiral wave formation and 

fibrillation in the atria, this raises the possibility that, under 

appropriate conditions



Conclusions

 This case shows the simultaneous activation of 

different atrium through pathway and AV Node, 
or between fast and slow component of same 

pathway

 Also the CS signal fragmentation is seen on 

ventricular pacing

 These phenomenon can promote reflection of 

wave and re-entry and account for AF – which 

was frequent in this patient. 




